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All authors should submit their manuscript written according to right format with sequential orders indicated in “Instruction for Authors” of the Archives of Pharmacal Research.

Also, all authors should go through the “Check points” in the Editorial Manager(EM) online submission system during the submission stages.

Order of the manuscript appeared (Each in separate pages)
1. Title page
2. Abstract /keywords
3. Introduction
4. Materials and Methods
5. Results
6. Discussion
7. Conflict of Interest
8. Acknowledgement
9. References;
10. Tables with attached legends on the table
11. Figure legends
12. Figures

General
1. All papers should be in grammatically correct English. Non-native English speaking authors are required to have their manuscripts checked by native English speaker.
2. Manuscript have double-spaced on A4-size paper with margins of at least 25 mm on all four sides, and with the 12-point Times New Roman or Arial fonts.

Checklist
1. Letter of submission (cover letter)
2. Title page
   1) The complete title of the article
   2) The full names of all authors
   3) The affiliation of authors
   4) A running title of no more than 50 characters including spaces
   5) Mailing address, which includes telephone and fax numbers and e-mail
The address of the corresponding author

6) The number of words in the text from Abstract to Discussion and the number of tables, figures, and references should be contained in the title page.

3. Manuscript organization guideline

4. Manuscript that is double-spaced and organized throughout including references, figure legends, and tables.

5. High-resolution digital images

6. References checked for accuracy